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ABSTRACT

Aggregate stability (AS) is a very sensitive soil physical health indicator. The
complexity of its determination discourages frequent monitoring. We
hypothesized that a reduction of steps to determine AS would yield good
AS indicators. We evaluated 196 samples from a range of Mollisols from
sandy- to clay-loam surface texture from the southeastern Buenos Aires
province, Argentina. Six AS indicators were evaluated: aggregate mean
weight diameter (MWD) after capillary wetting (CW) (MWDCW), MWD after
sudden immersion in water (VW) (MWDVW), change of MWD (ΔMWD),
remnant mass of macroaggregates (MAm) after CW (MAmCW), MAm after
VW (MAmVW), and change of MAm between VW and CW (ΔMAmVW-CW).
Determining ΔMWD requires six sievings, MWD requires three,
ΔMAmVW-CW requires two, and MAm requires only one. Indicators after CW
(MWDCW and MAmCW) were not good AS indicators. Likewise, those determined as a difference between CW and VW (ΔMWD and ΔMAmVW-CW) failed
to distinguish contrasting AS situations making them unfeasible as universal
AS indicators. However, MAmVW explained 99% of MWDVW variability and
adequately distinguished among AS situations. With only one sieving,
a good indicator of AS could be obtained, and this would encourage the
adoption by soil testing laboratories and frequent soil physical health
monitoring by farmers.
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Introduction
Aggregate stability (AS) has been postulated as the best soil physical health indicator (Aparicio and
Costa 2007; Rabot et al. 2018). This is because AS affects soil pore system behavior, soil air and water
dynamics, erosion resistance, nutrient cycling, C sequestration, CO2 emissions, root growth, and
crop yields (Bronick and Lal 2005; Rabot et al. 2018). Hence, AS is essential for several soil properties
such as bulk density, water infiltration, and soil organic C content (Rabot et al. 2018). Likewise, AS is
highly sensitive to soil use and management (Aparicio and Costa 2007; Mandiola et al. 2011; Roldán
et al. 2014). However, most analytical techniques proposed to determine AS are time-consuming,
require very many man-hours and are rather tedious. Thus, these techniques are not adopted by
most of the commercial soil laboratories and this discourages frequent soil physical health monitoring by farmers.
The aggregate size separation method proposed by Six et al. (1998) to study aggregate and soil
organic C dynamics in response to soil management and use is being widely used (Mandiola et al.
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2011; Panettieri et al. 2017; Roldán et al. 2014; Sheehy et al. 2015; Six et al. 2004). As a consequence
of this methodology, Six, Elliott, and Paustian (2000) proposed the calculation of the change of
aggregate mean weight diameter (ΔMWD) as AS indicator. This methodology requires six sievings in
water and, therefore, requires very many operator hours per sample and discourages its adoption by
farmer-service soil laboratories. A simplification of the AS evaluation procedure would foster
commercial soil laboratories to carry out AS evaluation as a service to producers and would
encourage and facilitate frequent soil physical health monitoring.
Some intermediate results of the aggregate separation methodology and AS evaluation proposed
by Six et al. (1998, 2000) would also indicate AS and could simplify AS evaluation. For example,
a partial result of that methodology is the calculation of the aggregate mean weight diameter (MWD)
after high aggression (i.e. sieving in water). This variable takes into account how many and with
which distribution among sizes, aggregates are able to resist such aggression. Thus, MWD alone
could be used as an AS indicator (Chaplot and Cooper 2015; King et al. 2019; Sarker et al. 2018;
Scott, Baer, and Blair 2017) and could be obtained with a reduced number sievings. On the other
hand, it has been reported that the stability of aggregates larger than 2000 μm (large macroaggregates, MA) is very sensitive to management practices. Besides, it is generally considered that soil AS
is defined by MA stability (Roldán et al. 2014; Scott, Baer, and Blair 2017). The remnant dry mass of
MA after different levels of aggression are also intermediate steps of the methodology proposed by
Six et al. (1998) and could be obtained with even less methodological steps.
We hypothesize that, for Mollisols with a wide range of soil texture classes within the loam
texture-class group, a reduction in the number of operations to determine AS respect to that
proposed by Six, Elliott, and Paustian (2000) would yield AS indicators as good as or better than
ΔMWD. The aim of this work is to evaluate AS of a wide range of Mollisols from the southeastern Buenos Aires province (SBA) through ΔMWD, and other indicators that could be
obtained as intermediate steps of the methodology of aggregate size separation proposed by Six
et al. (1998).

Materials and methods
We used the results of the analyses of 196 soil samples taken from fields under agriculture
(continuous cropping or crop-pasture rotations) and pseudo-pristine situations throughout the
SBA. Part of those soil samples (137, Data A, Figure 1) had been taken between 2010 and 2016
both from private fields and plots of long-term experiments under long-lasting agriculture (85% for
more than 20 yr, 11% between 11 and 20 yr, and 4% below 10 yr, approximately half of the samples),
and from the corresponding situations free of or with low (no cropping) human intervention for
long (i.e. at least 20 yr, situations assumed as similar to pristine condition (pseudo-pristine), the rest
of Data A) (García et al. 2018; Mandiola et al. 2011; Roldán et al. 2014; Tourn et al. 2018). The other
59 samples (Data B) corresponded to a soil survey done in 2018 on private fields throughout the SBA
under long-lasting cropping (at least 15 yr, approximately half of the samples) and the corresponding
pseudo-pristine situations (the rest of Data B). Most situations under cropping were under notillage.
Composite soil samples (at least five sub-samples) were taken in the fall-winter with a shovel at
0–20 cm depth and with water content close to field capacity. The parts of the samples in contact
with the shovel were discarded and only the core of each sub-sample was collected and carefully
handled up to processing. All soils sampled are Mollisols and most of them are Udolls (Soil Survey
Staff 2014). Soil textural classes were between sandy-loam, loam, clay-loam, and silty-clay-loam (Soil
Survey Staff 2014). The ranges of mineral particle size content (determined by the hydrometer
method, Gee and Bauder (1986)) were 264.7–695.7 g sand kg−1 mineral fraction, 101.1–379.3 g
silt kg−1 mineral fraction, and 150.4–472.7 g clay kg−1 mineral fraction. Total and particulate organic
carbon content at 0–20 cm (fractionated according to Cambardella and Elliott (1992) and carbon
content determined by wet combustion maintaining reaction temperature for 90 min, Schlichting,
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Figure 1. Sampling sites throughout the southeastern Buenos Aires province, Argentina.

Blume, and Stahr (1995)) ranged 16.5–61.1 g C kg−1 dry soil, and 0.98–28.5 g C kg−1 dry soil,
respectively.
Immediately after extraction (i.e. in moist condition), the aggregates were carefully hand-split
apart through their natural breakage lines up to passing an 8000-μm-mesh sieve. Afterward, the
samples were oven-dried at 50°C until constant weight and then used to perform the methodology of
aggregate separation after two different re-wetting pre-treatments (Six et al. 1998): i) capillary rewetting up to field capacity (CW), and ii) sudden immersion in water (violent re-wetting, VW).
Afterward, re-wetted aggregates after each re-wetting procedure were subjected to successive sievings
in water through sieves of decreasing mesh (Figure 2) to separate four aggregate size fractions. To
capillary re-wet the aggregates, 100 g of each sample were placed on wet porous polypropylene sheets
for 24 h at room temperature to allow slow re-wetting up to field capacity. On the other hand,
another aliquot of 100 g of dry aggregates from each sample were suddenly submerged in water
(VW) right before the first sieving. Before the first sieving, both capillary and violently re-wetted
aggregates remained submerged in water for 5 min on the 2000-μm-mesh sieve. Later on, through
successive sievings (50 3-cm-run up and down oscillations during 2 min for each sieving) on
different sieves (first 2000-μm-mesh, second 250-μm-mesh, and third 53-μm-mesh) both aliquots
of each sample were separated into four aggregate sizes: MA (2000–8000 μm), small macroaggregates
(Ma, 250–2000 μm), microaggregates (Mi, 53–250 μm), and fine fraction (FF, <53 μm) (Figure 2).
The first three aggregate fractions were back-washed from the corresponding sieve, let flocculate for
24 h, and, after removing the supernatant, oven-dried at 50°C up to constant weight. The FF dry
mass was calculated as the difference between the initial aliquot mass (100 g) and the sum of the dry
masses of the other three aggregate size fractions. Given more than 95% of the sand particle size
fraction was below 250 μm (fine and very fine sand, Soil Survey Staff 2014) (data not shown),
according to Yamashita et al. (2006) we did not correct aggregate-size-fraction dry masses by sand
content as originally indicated by Six, Elliott, and Paustian (2000).
With aggregate-size-fraction dry masses, we were able to calculate MWD (mm) resulting from
sieving after CW (MWDCW, Equation 1, Figure 2 (right side)) and after VW (MWDVW, Equation 2,
Figure 2 (left side)), and ΔMWD (mm) as the difference between the MWDCW and MWDVW (Six,
Elliott, and Paustian 2000) (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Scheme of the methodology for aggregate size separation. VW: sudden immersion re-wetting, CW: capillary re-wetting,
MWD: mean weight diameter, ΔMWD: change of MWD between CW and VW, MAm: 2000–8000 μm macroaggregate dry mass,
Mam: 250–2000 μm macroaggregate dry mass, Mim: microaggregate dry mass, FFm: fine fraction dry mass.

MWDCW ¼

4
X

Xi Wi

(1)

Xi Wi

(2)

i¼1

MWDVW ¼

4
X
i¼1

In Equations 1 and 2, i identifies each aggregate size fraction separated after CW (Equation 1) and
VW (Equation 2) (i.e. MA (1), Ma (2), Mi (3), and FF (4)), respectively, Xi is the mean diameter of
the i-th aggregate size fraction calculated as the arithmetic mean between the mesh opening of both
sieves that define the i-th aggregate size fraction, and Wi is the proportion of the dry mass of the i-th
aggregate size fraction respect to the initial aliquot dry mass (100 g).
On the other hand, the aggregate size separation methodology proposed by Six et al. (1998)
yields other variables that could be used as AS indicators: i) remnant MA dry mass resulting from
sieving both after VW (MAmVW, g MA (100 g)−1 dry soil, Figure 2 (first step of left side)) and after
CW (MAmCW, g MA (100 g)−1 dry soil, Figure 2 (first step of right side)), and ii) the difference
between MAmVW and MAmCW (change of MA mass, ΔMAmVW-CW, g MA (100 g)−1 dry soil,
Figure 2).
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Statistical analyses were done with R (R Core Team 2018). Data A was used to evaluate the
relationships among variables through Pearson correlation coefficients and the fitting of linear
simple regression models. Data B was used to validate the models fitted to Data A. The significance
level used was 0.05.

Results
Table 1 shows the maximum and minimum values, and the mean and median of all AS indicators
analyzed in this work (i.e. ΔMWD, MWDCW, MWDVW, ΔMAmVW-CW, MAmVW, and MAmCW). As
shown in Table 1, the number of sievings needed to obtain the AS indicators decreases as follows ΔMWD
> MWDCW = MWDVW > ΔMAmVW-CW > MAmVW = MAmCW. On the other hand, to obtain ΔMWD,
MWDCW, ΔMAmVW-CW, MAmCW it is needed an overnight incubation to capillary re-wet dry
aggregates.
Table 2 shows Pearson correlation coefficients among all six variables taken by two. The highest
correlation coefficients were between both AS indicators that involve the evaluation of changes
between re-wetting procedures (i.e. ΔMWD and ΔMAmVW-CW) and between those indicators that
involve both re-wetting procedures separately (i.e. MWDCW and MAmCW, on one side, and
MWDVW and MAmVW, on the other). However, correlation coefficients of those AS indicators
after CW (i.e. MWDCW or MAmCW) with the rest of the indicators were much lower, although
between MWDCW and MAmCW the coefficient was 1.

Discussion
Evaluation of AS focuses on how aggregates resist external aggressions and, if the method subjects
the aggregates to different levels of aggression, the rate of change between them could be evaluated
(Kemper and Rosenau 1986). With the re-wetting procedures of the method proposed by Six et al.
(1998) aggregates undergo two levels of aggression. Under CW water enters aggregate porosity
slowly and the air is allowed going out without generating internal pressures (Cambardella and
Elliott 1993). Thus, aggregates are less disturbed by sieving in water after CW because they are less
exposed to internal forces and their stability is maximum when the water content is close to field
capacity (Hofman and de Leenheer 1975). On the other hand, when dry aggregates are suddenly
submerged (i.e. VW), water enters the pores abruptly and traps and compresses air within them.
Table 1. Maximum and minimum values, mean and median of indicators of aggregate stability at 0–20 cm depth:
change of mean weight diameter (MWD) between capillary re-wetting (CW) and re-wetting by sudden immersion (VW)
(ΔMWD, mm), MWD after CW (MWDCW, mm), MW after VW (MWDVW,), change of 2000–8000 μm macroaggregate (MA)
dry mass between VW and CW (ΔMAmVW-CW, g (100 g)−1), MA dry mass remnant after VW (MAmVW, g (100 g)−1), and
MA dry mass remnant after CW (MAmCW, g (100 g)−1). # of sievings: number of sievings needed to obtain the variable,
Data A: soil sampling between 2010 and 2016, Data B: soil sampling in 2018.
Variable
Data A (n = 137)
ΔMWD
MWDCW
MWDVW
ΔMAmVW-CW
MAmVW
MAmCW
Data B (n = 59)
ΔMWD
MWDCW
MWDVW
ΔMAmVW-CW
MAmVW
MAmCW

# of sievings

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Median

6
3
3
2
1
1

0
1.82
0.35
−74.2
0.72
27.2

3.17
4.52
3.96
2.36
74.9
89.2

1.67
3.46
1.79
−38.4
25.5
63.9

1.74
3.58
1.53
−38.0
18.9
66.5

6
3
3
2
1
1

0.06
2.80
0.70
−69.5
3.29
49.4

2.94
4.30
3.48
1.11
64.2
83.1

1.71
3.46
1.75
−40.4
23.8
64.2

1.87
3.43
1.64
−44.5
20.4
63.3
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Table 2. Pearson correlation coefficients of the relationships between aggregate stability indicators from Data A (soil sampling
between 2010 and 2016) taken by two: change of mean weight diameter (MWD) between capillary re-wetting (CW) and re-wetting
by sudden immersion (VW) (ΔMWD, mm), MWD after CW (MWDCW, mm), MW after VW (MWDVW, mm), change of 2000–8000 μm
macroaggregate (MA) dry mass between VW and CW (ΔMAmVW-CW, g (100 g)−1), MA dry mass remnant after VW (MAmVW,
g (100 g)−1), and MA dry mass remnant after CW (MAmCW, g (100 g)−1). Shaded cells indicate not significant correlation (p > .05,
n = 137) all the rest of correlations were highly significant (p < .01, n = 137).
ΔMWD
MWDCW
MWDVW
ΔMAmVW-CW
MAmVW
MAmCW

ΔMWD

MWDCW

MWDVW

ΔMAmVW-CW

MAmVW

MAmCW

1.00

0.13
1.00

−0.79
0.50
1.00

−0.99
−0.23
0.73
1.00

−0.84
0.42
0.99
0.79
1.00

0.14
1.00
0.49
−0.24
0.41
1.00

This generates internal pressure that may produce aggregate slaking and/or make aggregates more
susceptible to slaking upon sieving (Cambardella and Elliott 1993). Thus, resulting aggregate mass
after CW includes very stable aggregates and also aggregates with different levels of stability that
were able to resist the level of aggression imposed. On the other hand, resulting aggregate mass
after VW includes only the very stable aggregates that resisted high aggression (Roldán et al. 2014).
As a consequence, average or median remnant mass of MA was greater after CW than after VW
(MAmCW > MAmVW, Table 1), and aggregate size distribution after VW appeared displaced toward
smaller aggregates respect to CW (average or median MWDVW < MWDCW, Table 1). However,
correlation coefficients between AS indicators after CW (i.e. MWDCW or MAmCW) and the rest of
the indicators were lower or non-significant (Table 2). This could be attributed to the different
composition of the remnant mass after sieving after both re-wetting procedures and what they
represent. While variables after VW is shown only how many aggregates are stable, variables after
CW show a mixture of aggregates of different stability with a proportion somehow uncertain.
Therefore, the usefulness of MAmCW and MWDCW as AS indicators by themselves would be
erratic.
The weaker the aggregation forces the more susceptible the aggregates to breaking off when sieved
in water both after CW and after VW. However, it would be expected that the difference in aggregate
breakage between aggression levels was greater as the stability of soil structure was lower. Change of
MWD has been widely and successfully used in the SBA to evaluate AS as a function of mostly loam
soil use of soils mostly loam and with high organic matter content (Mandiola et al. 2011; Roldán
et al. 2014; Tourn et al. 2018). Nonetheless, Tourn et al. (2019) showed that ΔMWD determined with
the same method (Six, Elliott, and Paustian 2000; Six et al. 1998) was not able to distinguish AS of
soils under contrasting management as clearly as other methods.
Table 2 shows that ΔMAmVW-CW highly correlated with ΔMWD. This allows inferring that the
ΔMWD is determined almost exclusively by ΔMAmVW-CW. Hence, to evaluate AS it would not be
necessary to separate aggregates < 2000 μm (i.e. 250–2000, 53–250 y < 53 μm) to determine
MWDCW and MWDVW to calculate ΔMWD. According to this, AS evaluation could be achieved
reducing the number of sievings from six to determine ΔMWD (Table 1, Six et al. 1998, Six, Elliott,
and Paustian 2000) to only two sievings to determine ΔMAmVW-CW (Table 1). However, for soils
with very low aggregate stability, neither ΔMWD nor ΔMAmVW-CW showed as good AS indicators.
Figure 3 shows an example comparing both variables (Figure 3a for ΔMWD and Figure 3b
ΔMAmVW-CW) for a sandy loam soil (supposedly low AS) and a clay loam soil (supposedly high
AS). In both situations, both ΔMWD and ΔMAmVW-CW were low and similar between soils which
could be interpreted as high AS for both soils. Nevertheless, MAmCW, MAmVW (Figure 3a),
MWDCW, and MAmCW (Figure 3b) of the sandy soil were much lower than those of the clay
loam soil, indicating that the former soil is more unstable than the latter one. Therefore, ΔMWD and
ΔMAmVW-CW failed to allow distinguishing two soils with different stability due to their inherent
characteristics (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. a) Mean weight diameter (MWD) after capillary re-wetting (CW, MWDCW) and after sudden immersion re-wetting (VW,
MWDVW), and change of MWD between CW and VW (ΔMWD); b) remnant dry mass remnant of 2000–8000 μm macroaggregates
(MAm) after VW (MAmVW) and after CW (MAmCW) and change of MAm between VW and CW (ΔMAmVW-CW) in two soils with
different textures and organic carbon content: sandy loam (684.2 g kg−1 of sand, 103.6 g kg−1 of clay, 26.9 of total organic carbon
g kg−1, and 7.24 g kg−1 of particulate organic carbon) and clay loam (271.4 g kg−1 of sand, 333.1 g kg−1 of clay, 92.9 g kg−1 of total
organic carbon, and 48.7 g kg−1 of particulate organic carbon).

Given the remnant soil mass after sieving after VW includes only stable aggregates that resisted very
high aggression, this part of the aggregate separation procedure (Figure 2, left side) would yield valuable
AS indicators. As a matter of fact, MWDVW is widely used as an AS indicator (Chaplot and Cooper
2015; King et al. 2019; Sarker et al. 2018; Scott, Baer, and Blair 2017). The lower MWDVW the lower AS
given the proportion of remnant larger aggregates diminishes and this leads to a reduction of MWD.
Moreover, the determination of MWDVW requires only three sievings in comparison with the determination of ΔMWD (Figure 2) and no incubation before sievings. On the other hand, MWDVW
correlated very closely with MAmMV (Table 2) which indicates that MWDVW is determined almost
exclusively by MAmVW and that there is no need to determine the remnant mass of the rest of the
aggregate size fractions (i.e. 250–2000, 53–250 y < 53 μm). With Data A a simple linear regression
model was fitted of MWDVW on MAmMV (Figure 4). With Data B the regression model (Figure 4) was
validated through fitting another simple regression model (Figure 5) of observed MWDVW (Data B) on
simulated MWDVW (with the observed MAmMV (Data B) and the model of Figure 4). The slope and the
intercept of the model in Figure 5 were not statistically different from one and zero, respectively. These
results indicate that AS could be evaluated through remnant dry mass of aggregates between 2000 and
8000 μm diameter after only one sieving for 2 min after sudden immersion of dry aggregates in water
for 5 min. This greatly simplifies the methodology proposed by Six et al. (1998), (2000)) and would
allow frequent AS monitoring in fields under agriculture.

Conclusion
The results of this work support the hypothesis. The determination of AS of loamy Mollisols could
be simplified by reducing the number of sievings in water. This is so since MAmVW, that requires
only one sieving in water on a 2000-μm mesh sieve without a previous incubation period, is a good
indicator of AS. Hence, frequent soil physical health monitoring through AS determination using
MAmMV, is facilitated.
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Figure 4. Simple linear regression model between mean weight diameter after sudden immersion re-wetting (MWDVW) and
2000–8000 μm macroaggregate dry mass remnant after sudden immersion re-wetting (MAmVW).

Figure 5. Simple linear regression model between observed mean weight diameter after sudden immersion re-wetting (MWDVW)
and the predicted MWDVW with the model shown in Figure 4.
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